Fitbit Ionic
Introducing Fitbit Ionic—the watch designed for your life. Find the
guidance to reach your goals with dynamic personal coaching,
built-in GPS and continuous heart rate. Stay motivated by storing
and playing 300+ songs and get inspired by a global fitness
community. Plus, get convenient access to popular apps, payments
on your wrist and a battery life of up to 4 days.* Key Features
Designed for Fitness: Designed for fitness, Fitbit Ionic takes
workout tracking to the next level with dynamic personalized
workouts, built-in GPS, multi-sport modes and SmartTrack
automatic exercise recognition. GPS Integration: Fitbit Ionic
integrated Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and a GPS antenna right into the
unibody frame in order to create a much stronger connection with
satellites in space and more accurate tracking. PurePulse
Continuous Heart Rate: Use PurePulse continuous heart rate to
better track calorie burn, optimize intensity during workouts, and
measure your health and fitness over time. Water Resistant + Swim
Tracking: Built water-resistant to 50 metres, you can wear Fitbit
Ionic in the pool, rain or during swim workouts to track laps,
duration and calories burned. Seamless Smart Experiences: Fitbit
Ionic seamlessly delivers the best watch features with key
notifications, access to your favourite apps, onboard music and
built-in payments. Stores & Plays Music: With Fitbit Ionic, you can
store and play 300+ songs right from your wrist—giving you the
motivation you need at a moment’s notice. NFC-Enabled: Fitbit
Ionic includes a built-in NFC chip, which lets you securely store and
use your credit card right on the watch with the push of a button.
Redesigned Colour Touchscreen: Fitbit Ionic’s high-resolution
colour touchscreen features scratch-proof Corning Gorilla Glass 3,
crisp graphics and amplified brightness up to 1000 nits. Design &
Materials: As Fitbit’s strongest, lightest GPS watch ever, Ionic
features a sleek, unibody watch case made from aerospace-grade
6000 series aluminum. * Battery life varies with use & other factors
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Features
All Product Details

Brand Fitbit
Product
Type

Smart Watches

Power

Up to 4 days (varies with use & other
factors)
Lithium Polymer

Battery Life
Battery Type
Dimensions

Product Width
Product Depth
Product Height

3.5cm
2.9cm
2.1cm

Warranty

Manufacturers

12 Months
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